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(54) ACCESSING HOSTS IN A COMPUTER NETWORK

(57) A security function is provided by an intermedi-
ate device located between hosts and devices requesting
for access to the hosts in a computerized network. The
intermediate device receives a request for access to a

host, and obtains at least one authenticator for use in the
requested access to the host. The intermediate device
then monitors for communications that use the at least
one authenticator.
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Description

[0001] This disclosure relates to access to hosts in a
computerized network. More specific aspects relate to
monitoring communications with hosts and use of au-
thenticators for the access and communications.
[0002] A computerized network system typically com-
prises various computing devices and other equipment
enabling communication of data between the devices.
Physical computing devices are often called hosts. A host
may also be a virtual computing device or a container
such as a Linux™ container or equivalent within a phys-
ical computing device. Each host may comprise or be
associated with one or more user accounts, processes,
and/or files.
[0003] A user can access a host by means of a user
device configured for communication in the computer-
ized network system. A host to be accessed is sometimes
referred to as a target host. Users may wish to access
hosts in a computerized network for various reasons. For
example, hosts can provide a wide variety of services
and/or store files or other content users may wish to use.
Various arrangements for accessing hosts and other en-
tities in a computerized network system can be config-
ured. Non-limiting examples of these include web-based
access, security protocol (e.g. secure shell protocol;
SSH) based access, file transfer access, remote proce-
dure call access, and/or software upgrade access. Such
access may be used by, e.g., end users, automation,
and/or by system administrators.
[0004] Data communications, access to hosts, user
devices and hosts itself can be vulnerable to attacks by
unauthorised parties. Hence security considerations are
of importance. For example, organizations such as busi-
nesses, governmental or municipal organizations or non-
profitable organizations and also individual users typical-
ly want to control how their computer systems and data
stored therein can be accessed and used.
[0005] Various solutions for enhancing data security
have been suggested. Some of these are based on use
of keys. Keys can be used e.g. for encryption of data
communicated between devices and/or encryption of
stored data. In addition to cryptography, keys are also
used for authentication and authorisation functions, dig-
ital signatures and so on. Public and secret keys are
used. In public key cryptography, or asymmetric cryptog-
raphy, a pair of public and private keys is used. The public
keys may be disseminated widely whereas the private
keys are known only to the owner. This accomplishes
the authentication (the public key is used to verify that a
holder of the paired private key sent the message) and
encryption (only the holder of the paired private key can
decrypt the message encrypted with the public key). An-
other security feature is based on use of certificates used
to verify or sign keys. A public key certificate can be used
to prove the ownership of a public key. A public key cer-
tificate is an electronic document, also known as a digital
certificate or identity certificate that includes information

about the key, information about the identity of the pro-
prietor of the key, and the digital signature of an entity
that has verified that the contents of the certificate are
correct. The principle is that if the signature is valid, and
the person examining the certificate trusts the signer,
then that key can be used to securely communicate with
its proprietor. Certificates are considered to provide a
good defence in preventing an attacker from imperson-
ating a secure website or other server. Certificates are
signed by a certificate authority (CA). The CA can be a
trusted party or organisation, e.g., a company that charg-
es customers to issue certificates for them. In a web of
trust scheme, the signer can be an owner of a key (a self-
signed certificate) or other users ("endorsements") whom
the person examining the certificate might know and
trust.
[0006] Keys and certificates are widely used in com-
puterized network systems for enhancing security. Such
widespread use can cause problems. For example, a
large number of certificates may be in use in any organ-
isation and/or computerised system. Some of these can
be in use in the system without anyone realising / without
being accounted for. A particular problem can be caused
by certificates that have no set expiry, or expire only after
a long period of time. Also, certificates may have been
issued to users whose access rights have expired, for
example ex-employees or sub-contractors. As long as
the certificate exists and has not been revoked, it can be
used for access to a host. Furthermore, once a connec-
tion is established in repines to a request for access to
a host it may stay open for a long period of time, even
indefinitely.
[0007] It is possible to scan a system to weed out any
old and/or unused and/or otherwise suspect certificates
and/or keys and old open connections. However, a scan
can take quite a while and/or may also miss something
that should not be in use.
[0008] Managing certificates, other authenticators and
security features and old connections can become even
more problematic in virtualised environments and cloud
computing where a number of physical entities may pro-
vide a user with an access to a host. For example, a
service may be provided for a user accessing the service
in different sessions by different physical entities or hosts
in the cloud, resulting a certificates and/or keys being
used in a number of locations. Further, different types of
hosts may require use of different authenticators for the
access. User may not be aware of this, for example
whether he/she is trying to access a legacy or cloud type
host. This can set considerable challenges for managing
the use of keys and certificates, and access to hosts in
general.
[0009] It is noted that the above discussed issues are
not limited to any particular communication protocol and
data processing apparatus but may occur in any compu-
terised system where authenticators such as certificates
are used to enhance data security.
[0010] Embodiments of the invention aim to address
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one or several of the above issues.
[0011] In accordance with an aspect there is provided
an intermediate device for providing a security function
in a computerized network between hosts and devices
capable of accessing the hosts, the intermediate device
comprising: interface apparatus configured for commu-
nications with hosts and devices requesting access to
the hosts such that the intermediate device provides an
intermediate node between the hosts and the devices,
and control apparatus connected to the interface appa-
ratus and comprising at least one a processor, and a
memory storing instructions that, when executed, cause
the control apparatus to process a request from a device
for access to a host, obtain, from a security device, at
least one authenticator for use in the requested access,
and monitor communications that use the at least one
authenticator.
[0012] According to another aspect there is provided
a method for providing a security function by an interme-
diate device located between hosts and devices request-
ing for access to the hosts in a computerized network,
the method comprising: receiving from a device at the
intermediate device a request for access to a host, ob-
taining by the intermediate device at least one authenti-
cator for use in the requested access to the host, and
monitoring by the intermediate device communications
that use the at least one authenticator.
[0013] According to yet another aspect there is provid-
ed a non-transitory computer readable media comprising
program code for causing a processor to perform instruc-
tions for a security method implemented at an interme-
diate device located between hosts and devices request-
ing for access to the hosts in a computerized network,
the security method performed by the intermediate de-
vice comprising: receiving from a device a request for
access to a host, obtaining at least one authenticator for
use in the requested access to the host, and monitoring
communications that use the at least one authenticator.
[0014] According to a more specific form the authenti-
cator may comprise a certificate. The control apparatus
can be configured to request for the certificate from a
certificate authority (CA).
[0015] A control apparatus of an intermediate device
may comprise an authentication component configured
to authenticate the request for access to the host prior
to sending a request for an authenticator to the security
device.
[0016] An intermediate device may be further config-
ured to: receive and authenticate the request for access
from the device, wherein the request for access contains
at least one second authenticator for use in the authen-
tication of the request for access; request and receive
the at least one authenticator from the security device
after the request for access has been authenticated
based on the at least one second authenticator; and proc-
ess communications between the device and the host
based on the at least one authenticator from the security
device.

[0017] Communications may be monitored based on
at least one condition for the use of the at least one au-
thenticator. At least one condition for the use of the at
least one authenticator may be set independently of the
security device. The control apparatus may be configured
to receive information of at least one condition for the
use of the at least one authenticator from the security
device.
[0018] The condition can comprise a validity period of
an authenticator. The validity period can be set to be
shorter than a validity period of a second authenticator
for authentication of the request for access received from
the device.
[0019] Expiry of a validity period of the authenticator
can be monitored, the validity period being shorter than
at least one of: a validity period of the authenticator re-
ceived from the security device, a validity period of a sec-
ond authenticator used for authentication of the request
for access received from the device, maximum session
length defined in association with the host, and maximum
session length defined in association with the device.
[0020] A control apparatus may also be configured to
monitor at least one of usage of the at least one authen-
ticator, user of the at least one authenticator, behavior
of the device, events associated with the host, events
associated with one or more communication sessions
established based on the at least one authenticator, and
how and/or when the at least one authenticator is used.
[0021] A control apparatus may be further configured
to take a control action based on the monitoring. The
control apparatus can be configured to at least one of:
request for a new authenticator for the device, trigger an
alert, prevent access by the device to the host, prevent
access by the device to at least one other host, limit ac-
cess by the device to the host or to at least one other
host, and control the length of a communication session
established based on the at least one authenticator.
[0022] The disclosed functions and features can be
provided in an intermediate device configured to intercept
encrypted communications between the device and
hosts and/or to provide at least some functionalities of a
data auditing system.
[0023] Certain more detailed aspects are evident from
the detailed description.
[0024] Various exemplifying embodiments of the in-
vention are illustrated by the attached drawings. Steps
and elements may be reordered, omitted, and combined
to form new embodiments, and any step indicated as
performed may be caused to be performed by another
device or module. In the Figures

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a network where an
aspect of the invention can be embodied;
Fig. 2 shows a flowchart in accordance with an em-
bodiment;
Fig. 3 illustrates another aspect,
Fig. 4 shows a flowchart in accordance with an em-
bodiment;
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Figs. 5a, 5b and 5c shows examples of use of an
agent,
Fig. 6 illustrates an example relating to the concept
of principals,
Figs. 7 - 10 illustrate yet another aspect,
Fig. 11 shows a flowchart in accordance with the yet
another aspect; and
Fig. 12 shows data processing apparatus.

[0025] Figure 1 shows an example of a computerized
network system 1 where some of the herein described
aspects may be embodied. More particularly, Figure 1
shows a specific example of an aspect where an inter-
mediate device 20 provides a security function between
hosts and devices capable of accessing the hosts. In this
particular example a user 10 accesses, using his/hers
user device 11, a host 30. The access path via the net-
work is indicated by arrows 100 and 106 from the user
device 11 to the host 30.
[0026] The network can comprise, for example, an In-
tranet of an enterprise or another organization, or a
broader network such as the Internet. The network can
be e.g. an IPv4 (Internet Protocol version 4) or IPv6 (In-
ternet Protocol version 6) based network. The network
system may comprise one or more data networks.
[0027] The intermediate device of this aspect compris-
es interface apparatus 22, 23 configured for communi-
cations with the hosts and devices requesting access to
the hosts such that the intermediate device provides an
intermediate node between the hosts and the devices.
The intermediate device further comprises control appa-
ratus 28 connected to the interface apparatus and com-
prising at least one a processor, and a memory storing
instructions that, when executed, cause the control ap-
paratus to perform tasks described herein. The processor
can be configured to process a request 100 from the de-
vice 11 for access to the host 30. After receipt of the
request, the processor can obtain an authenticator 40 for
use in the requested access. This may be provided by
sending a request 102 to an external security device 25
and receiving an authenticator 40 therefrom in message
104. Alternatively, the intermediate device may be pro-
vided with an integrated security device, and an authen-
ticator may be requested therefrom. The intermediate
device 20 is further configured to monitor communica-
tions that use the obtained authenticator. The intermedi-
ate device 20 may also be configured to control commu-
nications that have been established based on authen-
ticators from the security device.
[0028] The authenticator may comprise a certificate,
the control apparatus being configured to request for the
certificate from a security device providing a certificate
authority (CA). The CA may be an external entity or in-
tegrated with the intermediate apparatus.
[0029] In this description the term host, or target host,
refers to an entity which can be accessed by the device
11. The accessed host 30 can provide a service for the
user via the network. A host may be provided, e.g., by a

server or another physical data processing entity. A host
may also be provided in virtual environment based on
cloud computing.
[0030] Hosts can be given a logical role. That is, the
hosts may not necessarily need to be identified by spe-
cific names and identities but can be assigned into logical
roles. For example, logical roles such as web servers,
database servers (e.g. Oracle™ database servers), etc.,
can be assigned to hosts. Target hosts can be configured
with static role-based templates. The host configuration
and application software can be provisioned with an au-
tomated system configuration tools. Examples of these
include those offered under trade names such as CHEF,
PUPPET, ANSIBLE, etc.
[0031] A logical role can be provisioned with a config-
uration tool template. Based on the logical role features
such as user principals can be mapped on the system
level accounts. The principals are understood as logical
privileges in the system. Users can be given a set of
principals when they authenticate themselves. These
principals can then be used at target hosts to map the
users to the target system accounts. For example, on
xxx Database Server, the "xxx-admins" principal pro-
vides access to the "xxx" system account.
[0032] The user device 11 may comprises a mobile
device connected to the network over air interface. At
least a part of the connection can thus be provided over
a wireless interface. For example, the user device may
be provided wireless access to the communication net-
work. A wireless connection to the network can be pro-
vided via a base station based on e.g., wireless local area
network (WLAN), GSM/EDGE/HSPA, 3G, 4G, 5G, or
WiMAX standards, and/or optical and near-field net-
works, or any future development of wireless standards.
The user device may also comprise a computer device
that is connected to the network via fixed line connection.
[0033] The access to the communication network can
be secured based on an appropriate security protocol.
The control apparatus 20 may comprise an authentica-
tion component configured to authenticate the request
for access 100 to the host 30 prior to sending a request
for an authenticator to a security device. For example,
secure shell (SSH) protocol, secure sockets layer (SSL)
protocol, transport layer security (TLS) protocol or the
like may be used. In Figure 1 example the user device
11 is shown to comprise a SSH client 12 adapted for
communication with another SSH entity 21 provided in a
network element.
[0034] A network system and communications therein
can be constantly monitored to protect the system from
attacks by malicious users and data leaks and other un-
authorised data communications and/or to prevent data
loss. An intermediate apparatus may be used to provide
an intermediate monitoring function in the network for
monitoring communications between devices and hosts.
The monitoring can also be applied on encrypted com-
munications. An intermediate apparatus may also be
configured to intervene communications. Intervention
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can be provided for various reasons. Intervention can be
used to create data e.g. for defensive, analytical and audit
purposes and/or for preventing loss of data. For example,
organizations such as businesses, governmental or mu-
nicipal organizations or non-profitable organizations may
wish to audit and/or otherwise monitor use and access
to their internal computer systems. A way to provide this
is to capture and analyse data communicated between
two parties by an appropriate intermediate node.
[0035] At least a part of data flowing through the inter-
mediate device can be encrypted. In such case the in-
termediate data processing device can be configured to
provide a man-in-the-middle (MITM) type operation on
the encrypted data flowing there through to obtain the
plaintext of the data. The MITM operation involves de-
cryption of encrypted data. This can be based on knowl-
edge of the private key or other encryption credential
used in the encryption. The data capturing intermediate
node is operated and maintained by a trusted party, typ-
ically the owner of the network, and can thus be provided
with the necessary keys and/or other security information
required for the decryption. It is noted that this is only an
example and that the shown architecture and/or MITM
type operation is not necessary in all scenarios. For ex-
ample, the monitored passing data flow can also be plain-
text, for example plaintext transport control protocol
(TCP) or user datagram protocol (UDP) communications.
Instead of the shown arrangement other network ar-
rangements and modes are also possible. For example,
interfaces can be in a bastion mode.
[0036] A data capture device such as a crypto auditor
can be provided as a standalone hardware component
or embedded in another element, e.g. in a firewall or the
like component. The data capture device can also be
provided as a virtual machine set up in cloud computing
environment. A firewall may contain one or more protocol
proxies, such as an secure shell (SSH) proxy, remote
desktop protocol (RDP) proxy, virtual network computing
(VNC) proxy, file transfer protocol / secure (FTP/S; FTP
over secure sockets layer (SSL), transport layer security
(TLS) protocols) proxy, or HTTP/S (HTTP over SSL/TLS)
proxy. A proxy may also implement more than one pro-
tocol. Each proxy can contain a man-in-the-middle com-
ponent for performing man-in-the-middle operation, or
key escrow or other suitable method, for obtaining access
to the plaintext of the session.
[0037] In Figure 1 communication sessions between
the user device 11 and the target host 30 flow through
an intermediate data capturing apparatus 20. The inter-
mediate node 20 hosts a data capturing entity configured
to monitor traffic going there through and capture data
for e.g. data audit purposes. The captured data may be
processed and/or stored at the intermediate node. Ac-
cording to a possibility at least a part of captured data is
forwarded to another entity for storage and/or process-
ing. This is denoted in Figure 1 by an audit log entity 35.
The audit log entity may correspond with the intermediate
apparatus via interface 34. Hence the apparatus can be

called a crypto graphical auditor, or in short crypto audi-
tor. Auditing data traffic in the system can be desired for
various reasons. For example, a company policy may
force all data traffic, or traffic form particular hosts to be
audited. It may even be necessary to set up a key man-
ager to work through the auditor nodes for network to-
pology reasons. An auditor node may only transparently
support password and keyboard interactive authentica-
tions. All challenges and responses can be sent through
an unencrypted channel in clear text and therefore can
be relayed transparently through the auditor node. If en-
cryption of the content is used, the auditor node would
need to be provided with a clear text password. A capturer
component of an auditing system can be classified to be
a high security level device and thus this operation can
be allowed through a policy.
[0038] It is noted that the manner how the captured
data is processed as such, e.g., decrypted and analysed,
for audit purposes is of lesser relevance in view of un-
derstanding the herein disclosed principles. What is rel-
evant is that the user device 11 can access the host 30
via the intermediate data capturing apparatus 20 and that
data, including request for access and communications
after the access has been granted, communicated be-
tween the devices is routed via the intermediate appara-
tus.
[0039] Flowchart of Figure 2 illustrates operation in ac-
cordance with an aspect. At 200 an intermediate device
receives from a device a request for access to a host.
The intermediate device then obtains at 202 an authen-
ticator for use in the requested access to the host. At 204
the intermediate device monitors communications that
use the authenticator.
[0040] The authenticator may be obtained from an ex-
ternal security device, or an integrated security device.
Obtaining an authenticator may comprise sending a re-
quest for an authenticator from the intermediate device
to a security device, for example a certificate authority
(CA). The monitoring may comprise monitoring commu-
nications that use the certificate or other authenticator.
The use shall be understood to refer to use of the certif-
icate for the access and, depending on the application,
use the authenticator for other purposes during estab-
lished communication session or sessions.
[0041] A request for access to the host may be authen-
ticated based on at least one second authenticator used
for communications between the requesting device and
the intermediate device prior to sending the request for
the authenticator.
[0042] The monitoring may be based on at least one
condition on the use of the authenticator. At least one
condition on the use of the authenticator may be set by
the intermediate device independently of the security de-
vice. It is also possible to receive at the intermediate de-
vice information of at least one condition on the use of
the authenticator from the security device. According to
a specific aspect an authenticator has a validity period
that is shorter than a validity period of a second authen-
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ticator used for authentication of the request for access
received from the device. The validity period of the au-
thenticator may also be set to be shorter than a validity
period of the authenticator received from the security de-
vice. Also, the validity period of the authenticator may be
defined to be shorter that maximum session length de-
fined in association with the host and/or maximum ses-
sion length defined in association with the device.
[0043] The monitoring can comprise monitoring usage
of the authenticator. For example, where the authentica-
tor is used, how, the amounts of data transferred, by
whom and/or when the authenticator is used can be mon-
itored. The identity of the user of the authenticator (the
device and/or the user) can be monitored to ensure that
it has not fallen into wrong hands. The host, and any
changes in the host may be monitored. Behaviour of the
device can also be monitored. For example, it can be
detected that there is a pause in the established commu-
nications. It can then be determined whether the pause
is acceptable, or whether the authenticator shall be re-
voked and/or communication session terminated. Vari-
ous events associated with one or more communication
sessions established based on the authenticator may al-
so be monitored. For example, if a user having a com-
munication session established based on an authentica-
tor from a security device has a great number of other
communications session, or tries to open more than ac-
ceptable number of communication sessions, or if there
is an attempt to intervene such a communication session,
an appropriate control action may be taken.
[0044] An appropriate control action can be taken in
response to the monitoring detecting an event triggering
need for a control action. The control action may com-
prise a request for a new authenticator for the device.
This may be needed e.g. when there is a change in the
established communications session and/or in the host,
or after a pause in communications which are then con-
tinued. The monitoring may also result triggering an alert.
The alert may be for the administrator of the system, the
hosts and/or the user accessing the host. The interme-
diate device may also prevent access by the device to
the host and/or prevent access by the device to at least
one other host in response to detection of suspicious
behaviour or another predefine event such as too long
pause, change in the identity of the user or the device,
and/or attempts to access a number of hosts. Access to
the host or to at least one other host may also be tem-
porality or permanently limited by the intermediate de-
vice, for example by temporarily or permanently prevent-
ing use of the authenticator for access to the host(s). The
length of communication sessions established based on
the authenticator may also be controlled.
[0045] Figure 1 shows a separate security device, and
more particularly an authorization server 25. The author-
ization server can comprise a certificate authority (CA)
providing a certificate issuing functionality of the network
system. The security device such as a CA can commu-
nicate with a system of record 29 to authenticate users

and get additional information, for example group infor-
mation. The security device can further implement policy
decisions. A policy decision can include, inter alia, how
users are authenticated, how user groups map to princi-
pals, and which options and extensions are included in
the certificate.
[0046] The system of record 29 can provide an author-
itative user information registry. The system of record
can be arranged to provide an authoritative source of
user information and system policy definitions. On cus-
tomer environments this can be e.g. an Active Directory;
a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directo-
ry / OpenLDAP directory holding users and groups (prin-
cipals). Users can be uniquely identifiable by the system
of record. A unique identifier (ID) can be e.g. a LDAP DN
(cn=Markku Rossi,cn=users,dc=ssh,dc=com). Other us-
er attributes can also be used to identify a user during
the authentication flow. Other examples of IDs include
e.g. uid "mrossi", email address, other address informa-
tion such as telephone number, user account names etc.
[0047] Users and user groups can be configured in the
system of record. The configuration can have e.g. three
levels where a level is for defining active users with their
login information (username, password, email address,
system account name, etc.) and mapping the users into
logical groups, another level is for defining rules for map-
ping user authentication information into the user ac-
count, and a third level is for defining policy rules for map-
ping users and user groups into principals.
[0048] The intermediate monitoring device 20 compris-
es appropriate interface apparatus for communication
with the various other entities. In Figure 1 example inter-
face 22 is for communications with the user device 11.
When the user 10 initiates access, using his user terminal
device 11, to the host 30, instead of accessing directly
the target host, the user access first the intermediate de-
vice 20. The access to the device 20 can be handled by
a client 12 provided at the user device 11 and configured
to communicate with a client or server 21 provided at the
intermediate device 20. In the shown example the inter-
mediate apparatus 20 comprises an SSH client 21 for
secure communications with the user device 11, more
particularly with a SSH client 12 provided in the user de-
vice. Non-modified secure shell (SSH) clients can be
used at the user device 11 and/or the intermediate ap-
paratus 20 for this purpose.
[0049] The intermediate device 20 can receive a re-
quest for access 100 from the device via the interface
connected to the data processing apparatus 28. The re-
quest for access may contain at least one second au-
thenticator for use in the authentication by the device of
the request for access. Communications 106 between
the intermediate device 20 and the host can be handled
via interface 23. The communications can be based on
an authenticator obtained from the security device 25.
Interface 24 can be provided for communications with
the security device 25. The intermediate device 20 can
sent a request 102 and receive in response 104 an au-
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thenticator 40 from the security device via interface 24.
[0050] It shall be appreciated that the separate inter-
faces are shown for clarity, and denote logical interfaces.
The interface apparatus may comprise a different
number of physical connections from that shown, or just
one physical connection. Furthermore, the security de-
vice may be provide within the intermediate node or as
a therein integrated component, and thus the interface
between the intermediate device 20 and the security de-
vice may be an internal interface within device 20.
[0051] The request for an authenticator may be sent
to the security device after the request for access has
been authenticated by the intermediate device based on
the at least one second authenticator. The user can be
authenticated by the intermediate device based on any
appropriate authenticator. The authenticators can com-
prise keys, for example public and private key pairs on
accordance with a PKI arrangement. A key manager de-
vice may be provided for centralised management of
keys. For example, a universal key manager server may
be provided. A key manager generates, distributes and
manages keys for devices and applications of a data net-
work system. For example, a key manager can create
keys and provide each host in the system with a set of
asymmetric keys.
[0052] A SSH agent 27 for communication towards the
security device 25 may also be provided in some exam-
ples. The SSH 27 agent can be configured to implement
a SSH agent protocol, communicate e.g. with the CA,
obtain user authentication information, and take care of
the user authentication authenticators, for example
keypairs.
[0053] The intermediate device 20 terminates the SSH
session of the user and may authenticate the user based
on an auditor policy. The intermediate device can embed
a CA client functionality and use the CA client to sign the
public key of the user with the CA. The CA can verify the
user authentication information with the system of record.
CA can also resolve the user principals with the system
of record. CA creates the certificate containing the user
public key and other attributes, for example the princi-
pals, and signs the resulting certificate with its private
key. Crypto auditor device uses the certificate in the SSH
authentication together with the corresponding private
key.
[0054] The target server then verifies the certificate of
the user. The target server verifies that the user principals
can be used to log in to the requested system account.
[0055] This aspect provides monitoring and control to
connections established using an authenticators, e.g. a
certificate where it is possible to set additional conditions
on the use of the authenticators. For example, the aspect
enables control of session length and prevents/reduces
the possibility of a session that has been created using
a valid certificate being hijacked and used for malicious
purposes. Also, the aspect can reduce the number of
keys needed.
[0056] In the following another aspect for accessing

host in a hybrid computer network environment is de-
scribed with reference to Figures 3 and 4. It is noted that
in Figure 3 several elements may be similar to those of
Figure 1, and therefore those are not described in detail
here.
[0057] A hybrid environment may comprise at least a
first type of hosts 32 and a second type of hosts 34. Be-
cause of this different logging credentials may be needed
for a user 10 to be able to access a target host. An op-
eration that is transparent for the user can be provided
by an intermediate apparatus 38configured to determine
the type of the target host the user wants to access and
the authenticator(s) needed for access to the target host.
The intermediate apparatus can obtain, as appropriate,
authenticators from a security device 36. The corre-
spondence with and/or determination can be provided
by an agent 39 comprised in the intermediate apparatus
38.
[0058] The intermediate apparatus comprises at least
one processor, and a memory storing instructions that,
when executed, cause the apparatus to be capable of
performing the appropriate operations. These include
adapting for reception of requests from users for access
to hosts, obtaining authenticators for accessing the
hosts, determining the type of the hosts, and processing
the requests for access. The processing comprises de-
termination resulting the intermediate apparatus to use
a first type of authenticator for access to the first type of
hosts and a second type of authenticators for access to
the second type of hosts.
[0059] The intermediate apparatus may selectively re-
quest for an authenticator from a security device depend-
ing on the determined type of the host. In this case the
determination of the type is performed before requesting
for an authenticator. Alternatively, the intermediate ap-
paratus may send the host an authenticator basket com-
prising different types of authenticators. The host can
then select one or more authenticators it is adapted to
use.
[0060] A possibility is that the intermediate has ob-
tained authenticators for the different types of hosts, and
determines whether to use an authenticator it has already
received from a security device depending on the deter-
mined type of the host.
[0061] The first type of hosts may comprise legacy
hosts and the second type of hosts may comprise cloud
hosts. The apparatus may be configured to determine
whether the target host is a legacy host or a cloud host.
The legacy target hosts do not necessarily support cer-
tificate based authentication, or the legacy hosts are not
configured to use certificates. Instead, the legacy hosts
may operate based on e.g. principal key pairs. For ex-
ample, "authorized_keys" files of target accounts can
have been populated with the public keys of the corre-
sponding "Principal Keypairs". The population can be
done e.g. in the host provisioning phase. A possibility is
to perform the population dynamically using a key man-
agement system such as the SSH Universal Key Man-
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ager UKM®. The intermediate apparatus can be config-
ured to determine whether the certificate or principal keys
based access shall be used. According to an aspect the
apparatus is configured to, in response to a request for
access to a host, determine the type of the host, and
request for a certificate in response to determining that
the host is a cloud host, and to use the principal keypairs
in response to determining that the host is a legacy host.
[0062] Figure 4 shows a flowchart for a method for hy-
brid computer network environment comprising first type
of hosts and a second type of hosts. In the method a
request for access to a host is received at 400. The type
of the host is determined at 402. The request for access
is then processed at 404 using a first type of authenticator
for access to the first type of hosts and a second type of
authenticator for access to the second type of hosts.
[0063] An appropriate authenticator can be obtained
before, simultaneously or after the determination of the
type of the host.
[0064] Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c show different possibil-
ities for implementing a method for accessing hosts in a
hybrid computer network. According to Figure 5a, an
agent, after having received an access request from a
client, determines at 50 the type of authenticator that is
used by a host the client requests to access. Having de-
termined the type of authenticator, the agent sends mes-
sage 51 to a CA as a request of an authenticator of the
determined type. The CA responses by 52 with an au-
thenticator of the determined type. The agent then uses
at message 53 this authenticator to provide the client with
access the host. This type of operation has an advantage
in that no changes to the host are needed. Also, process-
ing at the CA can be kept optimally simple.
[0065] In the possibility shown in Figure 5b, an agent
sends a CA at message 54 a request to send multiple
authenticators of different types. These can preferably
be of all types supported by the CA for the client or the
agent. The CA returns at message 55 the agent a list of
authenticators of different types. The agent then selects
at 56 the type of the authenticator to be used for access-
ing the specific host, and accesses at 57 the host using
the selected authenticator. This way of operation has an
advantage of not requiring any changes at the hosts,
while enabling access to multiple hosts of different types
with one request.
[0066] Figure 5c shows operation where an agent
sends a CA a request at 58 to send multiple authentica-
tors of different types. The request can preferably be for
authenticators of all types supported by the CA for the
client or the agent. The CA returns by message 59 the
agent a list of authenticators of different types. The agent
then sends at the host an access request 60 using the
multiple authenticators it received from the CA. The
agents can provide all the authenticators it received from
the CA to the hosts. The host receives the access request
60 comprising multiple authenticators, and selects at 61
an appropriate authenticator to be used for processing
of the request. The hoist can then complete the authen-

tication process using the selected authenticator.
[0067] In accordance with a more specific aspect the
certificate based authentication flow works the same way
as explained above with reference to Figures 1 and 2. A
difference between this example and Figure 1 is in the
way security device, or the CA 36 is configured. In ac-
cordance with a possibility the CA has "Principal
Keypairs" for all principals which contain legacy target
hosts as the legacy target hosts do not support certificate
based authentication or they are not configured to use it.
When the user sends a request for access into a target
host (this can be a legacy host or a cloud host), the re-
quest can include an indication that the CA shall sign the
public key of the user device and return a certificate. The
CA can check the user authentication and add user’s
principals to the resulting certificate.
[0068] The CA returns the public keys of all applicable
Principal Keys in the certificate response. The SSH hand-
shake then continues with identities: {Certifi-
cate(principal1, principal2...), PrincipalKey1,
PrincipalKey2...}. Based on the target host’s configura-
tion, the target host request sign operation with one of
the private keys (certificate or principal key). If the target
host is a cloud host, an agent 39 at the intermediate ap-
paratus 38 has the private key matching the certificate’s
public key. If the target host is a legacy host, the agent
delegates the sign request to the CA, which verifies the
user authorization with the System of Record and signs
the operation if user authorization is still valid. The cer-
tificate can be, for example, a certificate in accordance
to X.509 standard, or any other certificate standard.
[0069] Target host configurations can be done with
"uses" and "principals". Cloud hosts can be configured
with "authorized principals" mapping. This maps certifi-
cate’s principals into local accounts on the host. Legacy
hosts’ local accounts can be configured to accept the
Principal Keys’ public keys in the accounts’
authorized_keys files. An example of the roles of uses
and principals is illustrated by Figure 6.
[0070] In this example users U1 to Un are mapped to
principals defining the user roles. In this example the user
roles are Administrator, Webmaster and Database ad-
ministrator. For each host, these principals are mapped
to accounts, which refine the access rights to different
management actions, directories and file on that host.
This simplifies the mapping of users to rights they have
with different hosts, as each user is only mapped to a
relatively low number of principals, and only the mapping
of the relatively low number of principals to different ac-
counts at the host is needed. Further, mapping of users
to principals can be a mapping that is primarily based on
human resource information. Mapping of principals to ac-
counts in turn can be a mapping that primarily based on
information held by the IT department. This enables each
mapping to be done by organization having best set of
information for that specific mapping available.
[0071] The logical policy configuration in the System
of Record and CA can operate purely on the basis of
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"users" and "principals".
[0072] From the users’ perspective the login flow is
identical for both legacy and cloud hosts. The agent per-
forms proxy key operations in case of a legacy host to
provide the user authentication.
[0073] In case of auditing is desired, both host types
provide similar audit trail from user to CA to target host.
[0074] The arrangement has an advantage in that the
amount of keys that need t be maintained can be signif-
icantly reduced. The authenticators for the cloud type
hosts can be set to have a relatively short validity period,
and therefore will expire shortly after being used for the
assess, and before they would be found by scanning.
This has advantage in particular in cloud environment
where new virtual hosts, or servers, are constantly cre-
ated and deleted.
[0075] The next describes an aspect relating to an
agent for providing secure access with reference to Fig-
ures 7 - 10. An agent functionality 70 can be implemented
at an intermediate apparatus. The agent is configured to,
in response to receiving, from user device 11, a connec-
tion request 100 to a host 72, create an ephemeral
keypair, or another authenticator. The agents may also
retrieve the ephemeral authenticator from its memory,
for example volatile memory. The connection request
may be communicated between SSH entities at the user
device and the apparatus, as described above. The SSH
client 71 can be provided either on the network side, for
example in an intermediate apparatus as described
above, or in the user device 11, depending on the system
configuration.
[0076] The agent 70 uses the created ephemeral
keypair to acquires a certificate which has a limited life-
time using at least part of the ephemeral keypair. The
certificate may also be based on more permanent au-
thenticators. The acquired certificate 74 is then used for
authentication to the host 72. The more permanent au-
thenticators can be any authenticators provided by the
authenticator authority.
[0077] An ephemeral keypair, or another ephemeral
authenticator, can be created such that it can be used
only once, or it can have a relatively short validity period.
Another condition can be that it can only be used for the
lifetime of the associated certificate. It may also be de-
fined that the ephemeral keypair cannot be stored on
non-volatile memory. Thus an agent may create in-mem-
ory ephemeral keys which are used only once for one
authentication operation, or for limited time (e.g. all au-
thentication operations during a five minute window), or
the lifetime of a SSH agent.
[0078] If the SSH client is implemented on the user
device, an agent can optionally read legacy keys of a
user from a home directory of the user.
[0079] Figure 8 shows a signalling flow between a cli-
ent, an agent and a CA and components associated with
the CA for a scenario where only one type of authentica-
tors are needed. A client, in this example an SSH client,
requests identities from an agent. The agent can have

created beforehand, or creates at this stage, an ephem-
eral keypair.
[0080] The agent sends a request to a CA for signing
of a public key request. The CA authenticates the user
by exchanging appropriate message with an active di-
rectory.
[0081] After the user has been authenticated the CA
can create a certificate. The certificate is signed with a
vault. The signed certificate can then be forwarded from
the CA to the agent. The agent can then forward the
certificate to the SSH client. The certificate is now ready
for use.
[0082] The client can request for signing of the chal-
lenge to confirm possession of the private key corre-
sponding to the certificate. Upon receipt of the request
to sign a challenge, the agent can sign the challenge with
an ephemeral key corresponding with the certificate and
respond to the request with the signature response.
[0083] Figure 9 shows signalling for a hybrid mode. In
this case the keys are stored in a HSM/Vault of a CA,
and the private key is never seen by users.
[0084] As above, a client first requests identities from
the agent. The agent sends a request to a CA for signing
of a public key request. The CA authenticates the user
by exchanging appropriate message with an active di-
rectory. After the user has been authenticated the CA
can create a certificate. The certificate is signed with a
vault.
[0085] At this stage the CA can return the signed cer-
tificate and principal keys to the agent. The agent can
then forward the certificate and the principal keys to the
client.
[0086] The client can request for signing of the principal
keys. Upon receipt of the request the CA can authenticate
the user with the active directory and thereafter request
for signing of the principal keys from the vault. Response
to the signature request is forwarded from the CA to the
agents and further to the client.
[0087] The client can selectively use either the certifi-
cate or the principal keys. Alternatively, the client can
use both the certificate and the principal keys when au-
thenticating to the host, and the host selects the appro-
priate authentication mechanism and key.
[0088] Figure 10 shows signalling logic between vari-
ous entities in accordance with an embodiment. A con-
nection request to a host server 84 is received by a client
80 in message 1. The client creates ephemeral keypair
at stage 2. The key pair can be e.g. {CI-PUB, CI-PRIV}.
Access request 3 with username, password, and CI-PUB
in then sent to a certificate authority (CA) 82. CA then
returns by message 4 a certificate with CI-Pub, CA-Publ,
and signature. The client 80 then uses the certificate
when sending message 5 to the host server 84. At stage
6 the host server verifies that the certificate is issued by
the CA using CA pub. After positive verification the server
can trust that the certificate was granted by the trusted
CA 82. In return a challenge 7 is sent to the client 80.
The client respond the challenge by signing it with CI-
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PRIV. At stage 9 the host server 84 can verify the identity
of the client.
[0089] Figure 11 is a flowchart illustrating operation of
an agent entity for authenticating a user to a host. In the
method the agent entity receives from the user a con-
nection request to the host at 500, and in response there-
to determines at 502 an ephemeral authenticator. The
determination may comprise the agent entity creating an
ephemeral authenticator. A possibility is that the agent
stores ephemeral authenticators in a memory thereof,
e.g. a volatile memory, and the step of determining com-
prises retrieving the ephemeral authenticator from the
memory. The agent entity may then acquire, using the
ephemeral authenticator. At 504 a second authenticator.
The second authenticator can be generated by an exter-
nal authenticator authority such that its use is based at
least in part on the ephemeral authenticator. The second
authenticator may be based e.g. on use of an ephemeral
keypair and at least one more permanent authenticator.
The agent can then authenticate at 506 the user to the
host using the second authenticator.
[0090] The received second authenticator may com-
prises a certificate. The ephemeral authenticator may
comprise a public key. The received certificate may then
include at least part of the public key part of the ephemeral
authenticator.
[0091] The lifetime of second authenticator may be re-
stricted, e.g. as discussed above.
[0092] In this aspect it is possible to reduce, or even
avoid altogether, the need to use keys for securing ac-
cess and communications with the host server. Reduc-
tion in number of keys can make the management of
keys easier. This can be especially the case in a cloud
environment. Keys used by the user can be converted
into a certificate. The certificate can have various condi-
tions set upon it limiting its use. For example, the certif-
icate can have a limited life-time, as limited number of
times it can be used and limited uses.
[0093] Figure 12 shows an example of control appa-
ratus for providing necessary data processing functions
to implement the above described embodiments. The
control apparatus 90 can be for example integrated with,
coupled to and/or otherwise arranged for controlling the
intermediate data security apparatus 20 of Figure 1, 38
of Figure 3 or implementing any of the agents in Figures
1, 3, 5 and 7 to 10. The control apparatus 90 can be
further arranged to provide control on communication
sessions, authenticators and any additional information.
In addition to the monitoring functions, the control appa-
ratus can be configured to provide control functions in
association with operations such as authentications with
requesting devices, security devices, and hosts, decryp-
tion of data, signalling and data communication opera-
tions. A control apparatus can determine which key(s) or
other authenticators are needed by an intermediate ap-
paratus for the access and other control operations. For
these purposes the control apparatus comprises at least
one memory 91, at least one data processing unit 92, 93

and at least one input/output interface 94. Via the inter-
face the control apparatus can be coupled to other enti-
ties of the respective device. The control apparatus can
be configured to execute an appropriate software code
to provide the control functions. The control apparatus
can also be interconnected with other control entities.
Means for providing an intermediate security function in
a computerized network between hosts and devices ca-
pable of accessing the hosts can comprise an appropri-
ate data processing and interface arrangement.
[0094] According to an aspect an intermediate appa-
ratus can comprise interface means configured for com-
munications with hosts and devices requesting access
to the hosts such that the intermediate apparatus pro-
vides an intermediate security function between the hosts
and the devices, and control means configured to proc-
ess a request from a device for access to a host, obtain,
from a security device, at least one authenticator for use
in the requested access, and monitor communications
that use the at least one authenticator.
[0095] According to another aspect control means are
provided for a hybrid computer network environment, the
environment comprising first type of hosts and a second
type of hosts, where the means are configured to cause
the apparatus to process received requests for access
to hosts, obtain authenticators for accessing the hosts,
determine the type of the hosts, and process the requests
for access using a first type of authenticator for access
to the first type of hosts and a second type of authenti-
cators for access to the second type of hosts.
[0096] According to an aspect control means provide
an agent function arranged to, in response to receiving
a connection request, determine an ephemeral authen-
ticator, use the ephemeral authenticator to acquire a sec-
ond authenticator, wherein the second authenticator is
based at least in part on use of the ephemeral authenti-
cator, and perform authentication with a host using the
second authenticator. The second authenticator in this
aspect may also be requested from an external security
device such as a CA. The control means may be provided
in a network element or a user device.
[0097] The control means may further comprise an au-
thentication component configured to authenticate the
request for access to the host prior to sending a request
for an authenticator to the security device.
[0098] The control means may further be configured
to receive and authenticate requests for access from an
access requesting device, wherein the request for access
contains at least one second authenticator for use in the
authentication of the request for access, request and re-
ceive the at least one authenticator from the security de-
vice after the request for access has been authenticated
based on the at least one second authenticator, and proc-
ess communications between the device and the host
based on the at least one authenticator from the security
device.
[0099] The control mean may also be configured to
monitor communications based on at least one condition
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for the use of the at least one authenticator. The control
means may set at least one condition for the use of the
at least one authenticator independently of the security
device. The control means can receive information of at
least one condition for the use of the at least one authen-
ticator from the security device. The condition may com-
prise a validity period of an authenticator. The validity
period can be set to be shorter than a validity period of
a second authenticator for authentication of the request
for access received from the device. The control means
may monitor for expiry of a validity period of the authen-
ticator that is shorter than a validity period of an authen-
ticator received from the security device, a validity period
of a second authenticator used for authentication of the
request for access received from the device, maximum
session length defined in association with the host,
and/or maximum session length defined in association
with the device.
[0100] The control means may be configured to mon-
itor, at least, usage of the at least one authenticator, user
of the at least one authenticator, behavior of the device,
events associated with the host, events associated with
one or more communication sessions established based
on the at least one authenticator, and/or how and/or when
the at least one authenticator is used.
[0101] The control means can be further configured to
take a control action based on the monitoring. For exam-
ple, the control means can be arranged to request for a
new authenticator for the device, trigger an alert, prevent
access by the device to the host, prevent access by the
device to at least one other host, limit access by the de-
vice to the host or to at least one other host, and/or control
the length of a communication session established based
on the at least one authenticator.
[0102] The control means can be comprised in an in-
termediate device configured to intercept encrypted com-
munications between the device and hosts. The interme-
diate device may provide at least some functionalities of
a data auditing system.
[0103] The control means may be configured to selec-
tively request for an authenticator from a security device
depending on the determined type of the host. The control
means may determine whether to use at least one au-
thenticator received from a security device depending on
the determined type of the host. The control means may
select one authenticator from a plurality of authenticators,
or send several, or all, authenticators received from a
security device to one or more hosts. The control means
may, in response to a request for access to a host, de-
termine the type of the host, use a certificate in response
to determining that the host is a cloud host and use prin-
cipal keypairs in response to determining that the host is
a legacy host.
[0104] An intermediate apparatus may comprise inter-
face means for enabling communications with a security
device, hosts and devices requesting for access to the
hosts. The apparatus may comprisea first interface
means for communicating with a user device, wherein

access requests with second authenticators for authen-
tication of the access requests can be received from the
user device via the first interface means, second interface
means for requesting an authenticator from the security
device, and third interface means for communicating with
the hosts.
[0105] The control means may create and/or retrieve
an ephemeral authenticator. Memory means for storing
ephemeral authenticators may also be provided. The
control means may retrieve an ephemeral authenticator
from the memory means in response to receiving an ac-
cess request.
[0106] An ephemeral authenticator may comprise a
public key. A certificate or another authenticator created
in response to an ephemeral authenticator may include
at least part of the public key part of the ephemeral au-
thenticator. The authenticator may be based on use of
an ephemeral keypair and at least one more permanent
authenticator.
[0107] The various embodiments and their combina-
tions or subdivisions may be implemented as methods,
apparatuses, or computer program products. According
to an aspect at least dome of the functionalities are pro-
vided in virtualised environment. Methods for download-
ing computer program code for performing the same may
also be provided. Computer program products may be
stored on non-transitory computer-readable media, such
as memory chips, or memory blocks implemented within
the processor, magnetic media such as hard disk or flop-
py disks, and optical media such as for example DVD
and the data variants thereof, CD, magnetic disk, or sem-
iconductor memory. Method steps may be implemented
using instructions operable to cause a computer to per-
form the method steps using a processor and a memory.
The instructions may be stored on any computer-reada-
ble media, such as memory or non-volatile storage.
[0108] The required data processing apparatus may
be provided by means of one or more data processors.
The described functions at each end may be provided
by separate processors or by an integrated processor.
The data processors may be of any type suitable to the
local technical environment, and may include one or
more of general purpose computers, special purpose
computers, microprocessors, digital signal processors
(DSPs), application specific integrated circuits (ASIC),
gate level circuits and processors based on multi core
processor architecture, as non- limiting examples. The
data processing may be distributed across several data
processing modules. At least some of the processing
and/or hosts can be provided in virtualised environment.
[0109] A data processor may be provided by means
of, for example, at least one chip. The memory or mem-
ories may be of any type suitable to the local technical
environment and may be implemented using any suitable
data storage technology, such as semiconductor based
memory devices, magnetic memory devices and sys-
tems, optical memory devices and systems, fixed mem-
ory and removable memory.
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[0110] In general, the various embodiments may be
implemented in hardware or special purpose circuits,
software, logic or any combination thereof. Some aspects
of the invention may be implemented in hardware, while
other aspects may be implemented in firmware or soft-
ware which may be executed by a controller, microproc-
essor or other computing device, although the invention
is not limited thereto. While various aspects of the inven-
tion may be illustrated and described as block diagrams,
flow charts, or using some other pictorial representation,
it is well understood that these blocks, apparatus, sys-
tems, techniques or methods described herein may be
implemented in various combinations in, as non-limiting
examples, hardware, software, firmware, special pur-
pose circuits or logic, general purpose hardware or con-
troller or other computing devices, or some combination
thereof.
[0111] A centralized and scalable access manage-
ment solution may be provided for elastic cloud environ-
ments. Access right updates ca be made instantaneous-
ly. Per-host changes may not be required. Certain as-
pects support both interactive and non-interactive (ma-
chine-to-machine) connections.
[0112] A Proxy, or a CA Proxy service, can also be
provided in certain applications. The CA proxy runs at
the target hosts. The proxy can be used in the "On-De-
mand Server-Based Authentication" use-case to cache
the users’ public keys and to manage the CA communi-
cation. Used in the "On-Demand User Provisioning" use-
case to manage the CA communication.
[0113] NSS (Name Service Switch) Service provides
network user information for target hosts in certain em-
bodiments. The NSS service implements the "On-De-
mand User Provisioning" together with the standard
"pam_mkhomedir" PAM module. Ordain NSS Service
and PAM module provide on-demand user provisioning
to Target Hosts
[0114] In some scenarios SSO Agent may also be pro-
vided. The SSO agent can be used to implement non-
interactive single sign-on functionality, run on non-user
privileges, and have a trust relationship with a certificate
authority (CA) based on, for example, a shared secret to
provide user authentication information.
[0115] According to a possibility different configura-
tions of an intercepting auditor apparatus can be used.
These may include bastion mode, router mode, and
bridge mode. An auditor device may embed a CA Client
(SSH Agent) functionality so it will see the issued user
certificates. The user certificate can be annotated with
SSH specific extensions so that CA and Crypto Auditor
can enforce more fine-grained policy. For example, Cryp-
to Auditor can terminate the user’s SSH sessions after
the authentication certificate expires. Also, a certificate
can describe on protocol and port number level which
SSH port forwarding options are allowed. Certificate can
describe detailed session auditing parameters which are
implemented by the Crypto Auditor packet processing
engine.

[0116] The various aspects and features discussed
above can be combined in manners not specifically
shown by the drawings and/or described above.
[0117] The foregoing description provides by way of
exemplary and non-limiting examples a full and inform-
ative description of exemplary embodiments and aspects
of the invention. However, various modifications and ad-
aptations falling within the spirit and scope of this disclo-
sure may become apparent to those skilled in the relevant
arts in view of the foregoing description, when read in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings and the ap-
pended claims.

Claims

1. An intermediate device for providing a security func-
tion in a computerized network between hosts and
devices capable of accessing the hosts, the interme-
diate device comprising:

interface apparatus configured for communica-
tions with hosts and devices requesting access
to the hosts such that the intermediate device
provides an intermediate node between the
hosts and the devices, and
control apparatus connected to the interface ap-
paratus and comprising at least one a processor,
and a memory storing instructions that, when
executed, cause the control apparatus to

process a request from a device for access
to a host,
obtain, from a security device, at least one
authenticator for use in the requested ac-
cess, and
monitor communications that use the at
least one authenticator.

2. The intermediate device according to claim 1, where-
in the authenticator comprises a certificate.

3. The intermediate device according to claim 2, where-
in the control apparatus is configured to request the
certificate from a certificate authority (CA).

4. The intermediate device according to any preceding
claim, the control apparatus comprising an authen-
tication component configured to authenticate the re-
quest for access to the host prior to sending a request
for an authenticator to the security device.

5. The intermediate device according to any preceding
claim, further configured to:

receive and authenticate the request for access
from the device, wherein the request for access
contains at least one second authenticator for
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use in the authentication of the request for ac-
cess;
request and receive the at least one authentica-
tor from the security device after the request for
access has been authenticated based on the at
least one second authenticator; and
process communications between the device
and the host based on the at least one authen-
ticator from the security device.

6. The intermediate device according to any preceding
claim, wherein the control apparatus is configured
to monitor the communications based on at least one
condition for the use of the at least one authenticator.

7. The intermediate device according to claim 6, where-
in
the control apparatus is configured to set at least one
condition for the use of the at least one authenticator
independently of the security device, and/or
the control apparatus is configured to receive infor-
mation of at least one condition for the use of the at
least one authenticator from the security device,
and/or
the condition comprises a validity period of an au-
thenticator, the validity period being shorter than a
validity period of a second authenticator for authen-
tication of the request for access received from the
device, and/or
the control apparatus is configured to monitor for ex-
piry of a validity period of the authenticator that is
shorter than at least one of:

a validity period of the authenticator received
from the security device,
a validity period of a second authenticator used
for authentication of the request for access re-
ceived from the device,
maximum session length defined in association
with the host, and
maximum session length defined in association
with the device.

8. The intermediate device according to any preceding
claim, wherein the control apparatus is configured
to at least one of
monitor usage of the at least one authenticator,
monitor user of the at least one authenticator,
monitor behavior of the device,
monitor events associated with the host,
monitor events associated with one or more commu-
nication sessions established based on the at least
one authenticator,
monitor how and/or when the at least one authenti-
cator is used,
take a control action based on the monitoring, the
control action comprising at least one of

request for a new authenticator for the device,
trigger an alert,
prevent access by the device to the host,
prevent access by the device to at least one oth-
er host,
limit access by the device to the host or to at
least one other host, and
control the length of a communication session
established based on the at least one authenti-
cator, and

intercept encrypted communications between the
device and hosts and/or provide at least one func-
tionality of a data auditing system.

9. A method for providing a security function by an in-
termediate device located between hosts and devic-
es requesting for access to the hosts in a computer-
ized network, the method comprising:

receiving from a device at the intermediate de-
vice a request for access to a host,
obtaining by the intermediate device at least one
authenticator for use in the requested access to
the host, and
monitoring by the intermediate device commu-
nications that use the at least one authenticator.

10. The method according to claim 9, comprising at least
one of
obtaining at least one authenticator from an external
security device,
obtaining at least one authenticator by sending from
the intermediate device to a certificate authority a
request for a certificate and monitoring communica-
tions that use the certificate,
authenticating the request for access to the host
based on at least one second authenticator prior to
sending a request for the at least one authenticator.

11. The method according to claim 9 or 10, wherein the
monitoring is based on at least one condition on the
use of an authenticator, the method comprising at
least one of setting at least one condition on the use
of the authenticator by the intermediate device inde-
pendently of the security device and receiving infor-
mation of at least one condition on the use of the
authenticator from the security device.

12. The method according to any of claims 9 to 11,
wherein at least one authenticator has a validity pe-
riod that is shorter than at least one of:

a validity period of a second authenticator used
for authentication of the request for access re-
ceived from the device,
a validity period of at least one authenticator set
by and received from the security device,
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maximum session length defined in association
with the host, and
maximum session length defined in association
with the device.

13. The method according to any of claims 9 to 12, com-
prising monitoring at least one of:

usage of the at least one authenticator,
user of the at least one authenticator,
behavior of the device,
events associated with the host,
events associated with one or more communi-
cation sessions established based on the at
least one authenticator, and
how and/or when the at least one authenticator
is used,

and further comprising performing a control action
based on the monitoring, the control action compris-
ing at least one of:

requesting for a new authenticator for the de-
vice,
triggering an alert,
preventing access by the device to the host,
preventing access by the device to at least one
other host,
limiting access by the device to the host or to at
least one other host, and
controlling the length of a communication ses-
sion established based on the at least one au-
thenticator.

14. The method according to any of claims 9 to 13, fur-
ther comprising intercepting encrypted communica-
tions between the device and hosts and providing at
least some functionalities of a data auditing system
based on the intercepted communications.

15. A computer program comprising program code
means adapted to perform steps of any of claims 9
to 14 when the program is run on processor appa-
ratus.
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